
Grammar – vowels, consonants, a and an – Miss Brown 

  

Activity 1 

In a writing book or piece of paper, I want you to write the alphabet out in order. 

A, B, C … 

Now I want you to circle or colour in the 5 vowels! If you aren’t sure watch the video below to 

help you. All the rest of the letters are consonants. 

https://watchkin.com/9c0362c7fe  

I want you to take these 5 vowels and be creative with them! Turn them into ART! The reason I 

want you to do this is that this usually helps you remember things more when you draw it out. 

Here are 2 examples. 

 

 

This is one I have 

done where I 

thought of 4 

words starting 

with this vowel. 

This one is an 

example where 

you could 

decorate inside 

the letter. 

https://watchkin.com/9c0362c7fe
https://watchkin.com/9c0362c7fe


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Activity 2 

a frog    an apple 

a cup    an umbrella 

a mouse   an orange 

 

Remember you vowels from activity 1 

 

 

 

Try adding ‘a’ or ‘an’ to the words below. Keep an eye out for the vowels! 

____ garden    _____ interesting place 

____ phone    _____ flower 

____ aeroplane   _____ ugly duckling 

____ game    _____ eel 

 

Challenge – In this paragraph below check to see if all the ‘a’ and ‘an’ are correct. Be careful 

some are wrong! 

Paragraph taken from Mother Knows Best book 

The other creatures just stood at attention, waiting for their orders, waiting to bring the living 

into their ranks. The only creature who spoke was an oversized, grotesque creature who had 

once been a very tall man, who wore an black top hat, a long black coat and trousers that were 

now tattered and crumbling like dust. 

Miss Jabeen, what 

do you notice about 

these phrases? Why 

have some used ‘a’ 

and some used 

‘an’?  

Well if the word begins with a 

VOWEL, then it has to have ‘an’ 

before it not ‘a’. Look at the words 

again and you’ll notice the pattern.  

Activity 3 

Using these pictures and the word next to it, write a sentence using ‘a’ and ‘an’ correctly. 

  

____ long, green tail 


